TrialScope Atlas coming soon:
Know what you need to
disclose, when, where and why
Clinical trial sponsors are challenged to answer questions about
disclosure performance. Often compliance is tracked and managed
by affiliates compounding the problem. Disparate tracking tools being
managed by separate teams around the world create pockets of
valuable information that are inaccessible and often inaccurate. They
obstruct a global view of disclosure compliance.

• Can you

answer the
question: Am
I compliant?

• Do you know how

you are performing
against your current
disclosure policies
and existing law?

• Can you respond

quickly to questions
about your disclosure
compliance?

Atlas enables clinical
trial sponsors to
quickly and accurately
answer the question:
Am I сompliant? In
doing so, Atlas reduces
the risk of noncompliance by providing
realtime access to
consolidated, global
disclosure compliance
performance metrics.

See what needs to be disclosed next
Easy-to-read visuals illustrate what needs to be disclosed, overdue items and those due in the next 30 days. Users
can plan and prioritize disclosure activities based on compliance deadlines and real-time statuses.

Report on your
performance

Library of global
compliance rules

Add rules to match
your policy

Compliance performance
dashboards offer a snapshot
of global compliance. Users
can see what was disclosed
and what was missed and then
compare performance against
current policies and the law.

Compliance rules with links to
sources for each rule are defined
by industry experts and our
user community. Pre-set rules
based on industry knowledge are
continually being updated and
modified.

Add rules from the library that
reflect policies and standard
operating procedures, enabling
greater transparency than the
law requires.
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Atlas features

Multi-Language Support

Notifications

See your content in your language with
Atlas multi-language support. Users
will be able to select their preferred
language when logging in.

Atlas users receive weekly email notifications
showing upcoming protocol and result
disclosures due within the next 30 days or
less, including overdue disclosures, so you can
always stay up-to-date with your to do list.

Action History

Use local milestone dates when
calculating due date

Track who, when, and what changed on
key study fields and assessments in the
Action History.

Atlas uses milestone dates for each location
when available so that your disclosures
meet local requirements.

PUT OUR EXPERTS AT YOUR SERVICE
Visit us online at TrialScope.com
hello@trialscope.com | +1-877-658-8310
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